EVELYNE PRE-APPROVED YOU TODAY AT 04:55
Today at 04:53
Do not wish to stay. I am writing this message after being hurt by your
comments.
I have seen that you have called us a thief when we meant only good. I
am putting it down to the difference of culture that you did not
understand. We did not wish to say anything bad about a family's home
and you were sleeping when we returned from the temple, so we did not
disturb. We would had to explain how we got attacked by a bee on the
first night and it was difficult to sleep. Especially, the lady with me was
scared of lizards and that made me decide to go for a hotel. My friend
said he will explain.
U reported that we gave a 20 dollar fake bill to Roth. I earn 2.5 million
dollars per annum and i chose your place to live with a local and a
brilliant host as reported by others as I respect French people and like
their food. First, all money came from an American bank ATM. If there
is a genuine issue, I request you to share his account details. I will
transfer the money into his account.
Indians are the last ones who can be accused of not knowing how to live
in a community. If you ever visit India, I will host you without question
to show what hospitality means to us.
You are the customers who are most badly behaved at home, never seen
!!! In terms of the bee there are none in Cambodia in the season of rain.
Do not try to teach us how to live, 50 years I have never met a cultural
problem, welcoming us home of the Indians and it is always well spent
.... Say good morning, good night the night , thank you respond when
people say you good appetite, I think in all countries of the world we
respond with polite ?????
Roth for his 20 dollars on him and not to change it to 25 million per year
because this is also rude to express ...
Do not polémiquez with a cultural thing because talking like that it makes
a difference unfortunately ...
I lived 22 years throughout the world and not in traveler mode, I never
crossed is people like you ...
Know that we have been very shocked by your behavior !!!!!
In terms of visiting India as I know very well, I liked the country and the
people, if I go back I would not change anything in my way jem'adapte to
other cultures when I visit a country .....

Today at 05:19
We talked to you in a polite manner when we entered and when u gave us
breakfast. I booked the place seeing you were a chef and talking and
discussing food would be fun. Unfortunately, there wasn't enough time.
We left because the lady was scared of lizards and a bee or a different
insect crawled on her which made her afraid that a lizard is crawling on
her. As my friend said he will explain what happened, we left to the hotel
after returning from the temple. Did u read the review i wrote?
We did not want to say anything as we are the ones who couldn't adjust.
Not your mistake. We didn't ask for a refund nor complain. My friend
spent good time with you. Only later we heard about u being angry that
we left without telling. Telling anything bad about a person's home is
wrong from our side. So we did not want to discuss it. I have no idea why
you called us thieves and i only mentioned how much i earn to say we
will not give fake notes to anyone. We are respectable people who are
studying hard and travelling for fun.
I asked for his bank account to credit whatever money he thought was
not authentic. I do not want Roth to suffer. It was a beautiful trip. i wish
to correct any wrongs perceived.
I said you are welcome to the hospitality when you visit India in a
genuine manner, not insulting you in any way.
U hurt us with your words. Experience doesn't mean you get and
understand everything right.
Today at 05:12

Did u read what I wrote?
I m talking In a very polite manner trying to explain and understand. You
are talking on a complete tangent. I will share this conversation for
people to see. Let people decide who is rude and who is polite.
Today at 05:23

Rudeness you are right in ...
Case closed for us !!!!!!
Money is not a right passes politeness and etiquette
	
  

